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Abstract. Scenario-based virtual testing is seen as a key element to bring the
overall safety validation effort for automated driving functions to an economically
feasible level. In this work, a generic and modular architecture for simulation of
automotive perception sensors is introduced, as part of the overall virtual testing
pipeline. It is based on the functional decomposition of real world perception
sensors. All interfaces between the individual modules of the model architecture
are oriented on internationally recognized standards and therefore facilitate a high
degree of interchangeability. In addition, a wrapper framework handles all outer
communication and enables a profile-based parameterization of the model, where
every profile reflects a specific set of parameters tailored to the specifications and
use case of the end user.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, scenario-based testing has been pulled into focus, forced by research
projects like PEGASUS [1] and ENABLE-S3 [2]. Current projects like SET Level 4 to
5 [3] and VVMethods [4] follow this approach, while focusing on simulation of the
automated driving system and its environment. Here, perception sensor simulation has
been identified as a major challenge of the overall simulation approach, as described
in former work by the authors [5]. In this regard, functional decomposition is ideally
suited to gain better insight into the information processing and loss during reception
and processing by a perception sensor system, as it is highly sophisticated to reach valid
perception sensor simulation [6,7,8]. It is a widely used method of choice for (safety)
validation in general to reduce the exploding scenario space, when test automation is
designed and scenarios are varied [9,10,11].
Consequently, interfaces must be defined between the identified functional blocks. In
case of perception sensor systems and their simulation, two initiatives are establishing
standards, one is the ISO 23150 initiative for real hardware [12] and the other is the
Open Simulation Interface [13] (OSI) project within the ASAM e. V. [14]. In addition,
there are initiatives to order and classify perception sensor simulation approaches by inAvailable under only the rights of use according to UrhG.
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and outputs and by their simulation method, as e.g. in recent work of the authors [15].
The paper at hand will follow up on this publication and bring in the last findings
from work of the authors within the currently running research project SET Level 4to5.
Furthermore, the publication at hand is following up a recently published article by
the authors describing a modular framework for lidar sensor system simulation [16]
by generalizing the approach and extending the parameterizability towards a highly
parameterizable and generic perception sensor model architecture that is usable for lidar,
radar, camera and ultrasonic sensor system simulation.
In the next section, definitions for interfaces, simulation approaches and model
architectures are collected and extended, where needed. Afterwards, the existing modular
approach and the state of the art for perception sensor system simulation are summarized,
extended, and generalized, as promised. The generic approach is accompanied by a
concept for parameterization, as described in a separate section. Finally, the benefits of
the approach are concluded and an outlook to further work is presented.

2

Defining Sensor Models

What do you mean by ’Sensor Model’? What is the output? What is the modeling
approach? – These are the questions everyone has to deal with, when coming into
contact with virtual validation of automated driving functions. As a first step to preempt
misunderstandings regarding different types of models, the authors previously defined the
terms sensor and sensor system, to distinguish between the front-end of a sensor and the
appended signal processing chain [15]. This separation aims to clarify the question of the
model output, but still lacks the annotation of input and modeling approach. Therefore,
a new naming convention for simulation models of automotive perception sensors is
established within the mentioned running research projects. It does not directly contain
the modeling approach, but describes the sensor technology and the model in- and
output: First the input of the model is named, so it is <input>-based. Secondly follows
the technology of the sensor, e.g. radar or lidar, completed by the output of the model.
In general terms, this convention would read: <input>-based <technology> <output>
model.
The introduced convention fits very well into the mentioned OSI/ISO standardization
activities where appropriate interfaces are prepared. OSI in its current version 3.2.0 [17]
defines a variety of the possible model inputs and outputs. The input class for a sensor
model in OSI is osi3::SensorView that can contain two types of sensor model inputs:
A global ground truth (GT) object list (OL) of all static and (possibly) moving objects
and the output of a ray casting/tracing engine applied on the scene graph while considering atmospheric attenuation, materials and shapes via e.g. Bidirectional Scattering
Distribution Functions [18] (BSDF), as proposed by [19]. The latter is dependent on the
sensor technology and can either be a list of reflections for radar and lidar or an image
for camera. Following the newly introduced naming scheme, OSI-compliant radar or
lidar models can either be object-based or reflection-based and a camera model can be
object-based as well as image-based.
OSI also defines two possibilities for the output of a sensor model. The first one being
objects and the second one being detections within the osi3::FeatureData class. At
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this point, the terms "detection" and "feature" are ambiguously defined. OSI in Version
v.3.2.0 deviates from a second standard that can be consulted. The ISO/DIS 23150 draft
international standard on data communication of road vehicles defines the interfaces
between sensors and data fusion units for automated driving functions in real world
systems [12]. While in OSI a detection is part of osi3::FeatureData, the ISO defines
both as separate entities. According to ISO/DIS 23150 a detection is defined as a sensor
technology specific entity in the sensors coordinate system that is based on a single
measurement. A feature on the other hand is defined in the vehicle coordinate system,
while still being technology specific and mostly based on a single measurement.
In related work from Philipp et al., features are defined as extractable elements of the
surrounding like static and dynamic objects [11], based on the taxonomy from Ulbrich et
al. [20]. However the detection level is not tackled there, so the publication cannot be used
for distinguishing both terms. Nevertheless, it hints towards possible misunderstandings
regarding the terms as they are ambiguously defined in the sensor modeling community. To
solve the confusion regarding the terms "detection" and "feature", the authors contribute
to align OSI with the ISO/DIS 23150 as part of the already existing working group within
OSI.
In this work, the terms from ISO/DIS 23150 are used for the output definition of the
models, as OSI will most likely adopt ISO definitions. So, a detection is the output of a
single sensor in its own reference frame and in spherical coordinates. For the output of a
sensor fusion unit, the term feature is used, as data are located in the reference frame of a
notional sensor, in OSI called "virtual sensor", (commonly defined as middle of the rear
axle of the host vehicle aligned with vehicle’s center axis) in Cartesian coordinates. In
consequence, a radar model, receiving a GT OL as an input and outputting a radar-specific
OL would be defined as an object-based radar object model. A lidar model on the other
hand, with a preceding ray casting/tracing and lidar detections (a.k.a. lidar point cloud
(PCL)) as an output would read reflection-based lidar detection model.
To complete the model description, the modeling approach is prefixed. The terms
"stochastic", "physical" or "phenomenological" are frequently used in the sensor modeling
field. Based on the individual mathematical representation of the sensor measurement
principle in the model it is for example described as stochastic object-based radar object
model. Definitions and a more detailed discussion on the distinction of terms can be
found in [15,21]

3

Modular Approach for Perception Sensor System Simulation

Following these definitions we propose a sensor system model architecture that serves
the defined interfaces. The architecture is developed in close regard to the current state
of the art in sensor system simulation models.
3.1

State of the Art of Perception Sensor System Simulation

To use simulation models of perception sensors, usually a simulation tool is needed
to provide the ground truth in every simulation time step. Multiple tools are available
(commercial or open-source, e.g. [22,23,24,25,26,27,28]) that in addition already provide
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parameterizable models to either generate synthetic lidar PCL data, radar detection lists,
camera images or OLs with different levels of fidelity [29]. However, by serving only
one of these output interfaces at once, they can be used by different use cases separately,
but do not scale in levels of fidelity. These models are self-contained black box models,
where individual parts of signal processing are not interchangeable. Therefore a module
of the signal processing chain itself cannot be the system under test.
Different physical rendering methods are in use to generate synthetic detections of
active perception sensors, like ray casting/tracing methods or projection methods like
"z-buffer" as described and compared in previous work of the authors [8]. For simulation
on OL level, a stochastic or phenomenological approach can be sufficient, especially
in early development phases of higly automated driving (HAD) planning functions, to
generate desired uncertainties of existence (e.g. FP- / FN-rates), states (e.g. bounding
box dimensions / location), and classes, as they are described by Dietmayer [30].
Nevertheless, scenarios can be found, where stochastic object-based models are
easy to falsify by comparison to real world sensor data, as e.g. shown by Aust [31,
pp. 17-22]. He describes an intersection scenario, where a vehicle carrying a lidar
sensor system approaches an already waiting car from behind. The actual sensor will
gain reflections only from the rear of the car in front and the data processing will
initialize the corresponding object with either almost no length or a default value for it.
A stochastic-only object-based approach will most likely fail in generating the length
of the car in front with required fidelity in this case. Only with the availability of
detections in an intermediate simulation-step, as in a reflection-based model or with
the incorporation of knowledge about detection generation within the front-end in an
object-based approach [32], phenomena like sensor perspective dependent dimension
uncertainty can be reflected.
To make use of all the different approaches to sensor system modeling, to efficiently
reuse already existing model parts and to get on top of the validation problem of
parameter space explosion, a modular approach derived from functional decomposition
is necessary to achieve perception simulation with valid fidelity. Hanke et al. introduce
a modular simulation architecture to facilitate iterative development [33]. Even if they
focus on stochastic object-based modeling, they integrate sub-modules to separately
reflect individual sensor characteristics. Thieling et al. propose a modular simulation
architecture for perception sensor modeling [21], as well. They focus on modularity and
scalability to support different sensor technologies and XiL testing approaches from SiL
to ViL with growing feasibility of the models and state that "sensor models have to be
based on a modular and generalized design which meet the needs of different sensor
types (e.g., camera, lidar, etc.)" [21, p. 5]. Even if the publication here focuses on feasible
validation and high granularity of the simulation, the trend within the community towards
modularity and its benefits is evident.
Therefore, the authors have recently proposed a sequential sensor system architecture
at the example of a high fidelity lidar system model [16]. It tackles the current limitations
of the state of the art in modularity, interchangeability, distributability, and testability and
separates the actual business logic of the simulation model from the outer communication.
Additionally, a standard-compliant framework is introduced, which handles all external
and internal exchange protocols. Into this framework, sequential strategies [34, pp. 315ff]
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Fig. 1: Generic state of the art simulation approach and interfaces for reflection-/objectbased perception sensor system simulation [16, p. 8]
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can be embedded, which contain the actual business logic of the model. The architecture
is demonstrated on the example of a reflection-based lidar detection/object model, as
shown in Fig. 1. The framework is packaged as a Functional Mock-up Unit [35, p. 6]
(FMU) and exchanges OSI data via the Functional Mock-up Interface [35] (FMI) standard.
The business logic of the sensor system model is separated into two strategies for the
sensor model and the subsequent data processing for object tracking and classification.
The decomposed modules of the complete system incl. the simulation tool and the
downstream HAD function are shown in Fig. 1.
The sensor model strategy receives super-sampled detection data, generated by ray
casting/tracing, from the simulation tool via the model framework. Proceeding from these
detections, a high fidelity PCL is generated considering effects like beam pattern, beam
divergence, noise behavior etc. This PCL is passed to the data processing strategy via
the osi3::FeatureData interface. This strategy then uses GT information to map the
high fidelity PCL to the objects from GT and to augment the states of the objects. Thus,
a higher fidelity OL is created by simulating the behavior of object detection, tracking
and classification algorithms. Simulating the data processing can safe computational
resources, but mainly replaces the actual algorithms that are not accessible in most cases.
The modular structure still enables the use of individual data processing units e.g. from
the sensor manufacturer itself, when available.
In the following section the existing sequential approach of the reflection-based
lidar system model is extended to a generic modular architecture for multiple sensor
technologies and different model inputs and outputs.
3.2

Modular Approach To Defining a Generic Modular Sensor System Model
Architecture

Because of the separation of the outer communication exchange protocols from the actual
business logic in the lidar system model architecture of the authors, the generic approach
can use the exact same wrapping framework. As the architecture is designed to work with
different model types of different sensor technologies, it does not contain any model or
sensor specific parts. The modules, of cause, are tailored to a specific sensor technology.
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A high-level decomposition yields three main generic parts of any perception sensor
system, as shown in Fig. 2. The first part is the front-end of the sensor, which contains the
transmission unit in case of an active sensor, the propagation channel with all interactions
in the scene, and the reception unit as a first module. It outputs an analog raw signal to
the signal processing module, which contains for example analog-digital conversion or
FFTs in case of radar and yields a low-level signal of spectral intensities. This signal can
either be in a time spectrum in a frequency spectrum and can also be multidimensional.
It forms the input to the second part: data extraction.
The first module of data extraction is the detection sensing. It contains a number
of substeps for the different sensor technologies, e.g. thresholding, interpolation or
edge/corner recognition to extract detections from the sampled signal. The generic
architecture allows sensor fusion on detection level, so the next module is the detection
fusion. Here for example the point clouds of two different lidar sensors can be fused. Up
to this point, all simulations and calculations where carried out in the sensor coordinate
frame. The output of the fusion module however is represented in the vehicle frame.
So even if there is no actual sensor fusion, because only one sensor is simulated, the
detection fusion module still transforms the detections to the vehicle coordinate system.
As already discussed, according to the ISO/DIS 23150 the detections are then called
features and are the input for the next part: object tracking.
The object tracking part uses features from the current time step 𝑘 as well as tracked
objects and object candidates from the previous time step (𝑘 − 1) that implicitly contains
the whole history of the perceived OL. Even if separation is not completely feasible
in all object tracking approaches, the vast majority is composed of the following four
subsystems. The first module is the clustering step. It this step features can be clustered
and object hypotheses can be formed. These can either be used as an input for track
association or clustering and track association can be directly combined in one module.
Interlocked with the track association is the classification module, which contributes to
the finally outputted detected OL. The prediction step contains one or multiple motion
models for the track association of the objects in the next time step.

Fig. 2: Generic functional decomposition of current automotive perception sensor systems
for object detection
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Depending on the specific model later, some modules can be kept short or skipped
entirely. It can also occur, that modules cannot be considered separately, but only
as a combined unit. For example in some lidar systems that use analog magnitude
comparators analog-digital conversion is done simultaneously to detection sensing. In
that case, the boundary between front-end and data extraction becomes somewhat fuzzy.
Also, modeling a module from this decomposition does not imply modeling the actual
signal processing done in the associated module in a real sensor system. It merely
means to model the behavior and the effect of this module on the simulated domain, e.g.
detections, features or objects. In Tab. 1 several examples of module outputs for different
modeling approaches and sensor technologies are presented.
Module

Object-based
Lidar

Detection Sensing BB Vertices
Detection Fusion Fused BB
Vertices
Clustering
Clustered BB
Vertices
Track Association
Classification
Object Tracking

Reflection-based
Radar

PCL
Fused PCL

Image-based
Camera

Radar Detection Camera Detection
Fused Detections Fused Detections
(e.g. Stereo)
Detection Cluster Clustered Shapes

Point Cluster
(L-Shapes)
Detected Object
Classified Object
Tracked Object

Table 1: Output of modules for different model types (BB: Bounding Box, PCL: Point
Cloud)

For an object-based model the vertices of the GT BB can be utilized for the detection
sensing calculation by calculating object occlusion with rendering methods. The detection
sensing module therefore outputs BB vertices, that are visible to the sensor. In case
of multiple sensors, the vertices can be fused, transformed to the vehicle coordinate
system, and clustered to account for separability effects in certain sensor systems. The
following track association forms object hypothesis and outputs detected objects that
can be classified and tracked. In reflection-based models, the first step is to generate the
detection level of the respective sensor, e.g. a PCL for lidar, or detections for radar and
camera, from the ray casting/tracing results that form the input of the model. Then the
detections are fused and clustered as described before. From the track association onward
the structure of the module interfaces is exactly the same for all modeling approaches
and sensor technologies. This only applies to the interfaces. The content of the modules
and of their outputs can of course differ.

4

Parameterization Profiles

Each simulation model is accompanied by a list of parameters. They can either be
hard coded into the model, which makes sense, if they are not expected to be changed,
or parameters can be defined not right inside the model code, but externally. The
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parameterization of the proposed sensor model architecture towards a specific sensor
configuration or algorithm behavior is performed with a so called parameterization
profile. This opens up the possibility to develop a rather generic model and tailor it
to a specific system by parameterization. Another benefit of the latter approach is that
model development and parameterization are separated and can be conducted by separate
people, separate teams, or separate companies. Defining the parameters externally also
enables an automated parameter space exploration and facilitates modular validation
methods.
In the original lidar simulation framework architecture of the authors, a possibility to
parameterize individual strategies is envisaged [16, p. 6]: The framework is implemented
in a way that strategies only rely on the OSI data structure and a set of execution parameters.
A not further specified setup class was defined for the purpose of passing parameters to
strategies. This setup class is now replaced by a profile approach. A profile contains a
set of parameters that defines a specific sensor system and its modeling characteristics.
The profiles are separated into structures for each strategy, so the decomposition of the
business logic coincides with the structure of the parameter profile. In addition, one
structure for general model parameters is defined for the main purpose of setting the
sensor view configuration. This configuration is passed to the simulation tool via OSI
to parameterize the ground truth input it provides to the model. The structure in Tab. 2
arises from these deliberations.

Parameters
– Model
– Front-end
– Detection sensing
– Detection fusion
– Clustering
– Track association
– Object classification
– Object Tracking

Table 2: Parameter decomposition

The profile structure including the underlying parameters is fixed for one model,
the values of the parameters however are defined in individual profiles. Each profile is
defined in a separate header file and loaded into the framework once at the start of the
simulation. Which profile to use in the individual simulation use case can be set in the
model description of the model FMU. Therefore, the end user can choose which profile to
use. The parameter values are then passed to the respective strategies by the framework.
To give some more insight how a profile could look like, Tab. 3 contains an exemplary
parameter profile for a sensor system comprised of multiple lidar sensors with point
cloud fusion and tracking simulation. The model is reflection-based and thus needs to set
the sensor view configuration for ray casting/tracing.
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– Rays per beam
– Required GT field of view
– Number of sensors
– Mounting positions

Clustering
– Reference point for L-shapes
– Object separability

Front-end
– Beam pattern
– Beam divergence
– Maximum range
– Range resolution
– Wave length
– Cycle time

Track association
– Association margins

Detection sensing
– Detection threshold
– Interpolation methods

Object classification
– Object classes
– Classification criteria

Detection fusion
– IDs of sensors to be fused
– Fusion margins

Object tracking
– Default object dimensions
– Existence probability threshold
– Track birth/death cycle thresholds

Table 3: Example parameterization profile for a reflection-based lidar object model

5

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper a technology-independent modular model architecture for automotive
perception sensors was introduced. The structure is based on the functional decomposition
of real world sensors and can facilitate radar, lidar as well as camera sensor models.
All interfaces between the individual modules of the model architecture are for the
most part already part of internationally recognized standards, or are proposed to be
included in those standards. The framework, which wraps the individual decomposed
modules, handles all outer communication and enables a profile-based parameterization
of the model. Profiles contain parameters for the modules and therefore separate model
development from the parameterization effort. This targets towards feasible validation
of the model-parameter-combination and enables the end user to tailor a generic sensor
system model to the specific system and use case.
In future research the proposed architecture will be used in the development of both
object-based as well as reflection-based lidar and radar models. These models will be
contributed to the mentioned research projects SET Level 4 to 5 and VVMethods and
used for testing of the complete automated driving pipeline. They will also be used to
validate individual components like a tracking function as a system under test. This
is only possible with a modular approach, because it enables interchanging modules,
like the object tracking, between different models. It also allows comparisons between
different modeling approaches as well as the application of modular validation methods.
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